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	If you're an R developer looking to harness the power of big data analytics with Hadoop, then this book tells you everything you need to integrate the two. You'll end up capable of building a data analytics engine with huge potential.


	Overview

	
		Write Hadoop MapReduce within R
	
		Learn data analytics with R and the Hadoop platform
	
		Handle HDFS data within R
	
		Understand Hadoop streaming with R
	
		Encode and enrich datasets into R



	In Detail


	Big data analytics is the process of examining large amounts of data of a variety of types to uncover hidden patterns, unknown correlations, and other useful information. Such information can provide competitive advantages over rival organizations and result in business benefits, such as more effective marketing and increased revenue. New methods of working with big data, such as Hadoop and MapReduce, offer alternatives to traditional data warehousing.


	Big Data Analytics with R and Hadoop is focused on the techniques of integrating R and Hadoop by various tools such as RHIPE and RHadoop. A powerful data analytics engine can be built, which can process analytics algorithms over a large scale dataset in a scalable manner. This can be implemented through data analytics operations of R, MapReduce, and HDFS of Hadoop.


	You will start with the installation and configuration of R and Hadoop. Next, you will discover information on various practical data analytics examples with R and Hadoop. Finally, you will learn how to import/export from various data sources to R. Big Data Analytics with R and Hadoop will also give you an easy understanding of the R and Hadoop connectors RHIPE, RHadoop, and Hadoop streaming.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Integrate R and Hadoop via RHIPE, RHadoop, and Hadoop streaming
	
		Develop and run a MapReduce application that runs with R and Hadoop
	
		Handle HDFS data from within R using RHIPE and RHadoop
	
		Run Hadoop streaming and MapReduce with R
	
		Import and export from various data sources to R



	Approach


	Big Data Analytics with R and Hadoop is a tutorial style book that focuses on all the powerful big data tasks that can be achieved by integrating R and Hadoop.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is ideal for R developers who are looking for a way to perform big data analytics with Hadoop. This book is also aimed at those who know Hadoop and want to build some intelligent applications over Big data with R packages. It would be helpful if readers have basic knowledge of R.
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Digital Lighting & RenderingNew Riders Publishing, 2000
New Riders' [digital] series is performing a tremendous service to the  computer animation and graphics community. The newest addition to this family is  [digital] Lighting & Rendering. Author Jeremy Birn has long been regarded  as a talented computer graphics artist and generous writer, and he's been  sharing his techniques and...
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CCNP TSHOOT 642-832 Official Certification GuideCisco Press, 2010
CCNP TSHOOT 642-832 Official Certification Guide is a best-of-breed Cisco® exam study guide that focuses specifically on the objectives for the CCNP® TSHOOT exam. Senior instructor and best-selling author Kevin Wallace shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and...
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Contemplative Studies and Hinduism: Meditation, Devotion, Prayer, and WorshipRoutledge, 2020

	
		This book is one of the first wide-ranging academic surveys of the major types and categories of Hindu contemplative praxis. It explores diverse spiritual and religious practices within the Hindu traditions and Indic hermeneutical perspectives to understand the intricate culture of meditative communion and contemplation, devotion,...
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WarDriving: Drive, Detect, Defend: A Guide to Wireless SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2004
The term WarDriving originates from WarDialing, a term introduced to the  public by Matthew Broderick's character, David Lightman, in the 1983 movie  "WarGames." WarDialing is the practice of using a modem attached to a computer  to dial an entire exchange of telephone numbers to locate any computers with  modems attached to them....
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Oracle APEX 4.2 ReportingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to build complex reporting solutions using Oracle APEX


	Overview

	
		Provides an introduction to the APEX architecture and is a step-by-step guide to setting up the APEX environment on Weblogic
	
		Integrations of the reports with the most popular reporting technologies and generation of...
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Hardening LinuxMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Take a proactive approach to Enterprise Linux security by implementing  preventive measures against attacks—before they occur. Written by a team of  Linux security experts, this hands-on resource provides concrete steps you can  take immediately as well as ongoing actions to ensure long-term security.  Features include examples using Red...
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